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A Gunn diode, also known as atransferred electron device (TED), is a form of diode, a two-terminal passive
semiconductor electronic component, with negative resistance, used in high-frequency electronics. Its largest use is
in electronic oscillators to generate microwaves, in applications such as radar speed guns and microwave relay
data link transmitters.

Its internal construction is unlike other diodes in that it consists only of N-doped semiconductor material, whereas
most diodes consist of both P and N-doped regions. It therefore does not conduct in only one direction and cannot
rectify alternating current like other diodes, which is whysome sources do not use the termdiode and prefer TED.
In the Gunn diode, three regions exist: two of them are heavily N-doped on each terminal, with a thin layer of
lightly doped material in between. When a voltage is appliedto the device, the electrical gradient will be largest
across the thin middle layer. If the voltage is increased, the current through the layer will first increase, but
eventually, at higher field values, the conductive properties of the middle layer are altered, increasing its resistivity, causing current to fall. This
means a Gunn diode has a region of negative differential resistance in its current-voltage characteristic curve, in which an increase of voltage
across it causes a decrease in current. This property allowsit to amplify, functioning as a radio frequency amplifier, or become unstable and
oscillate, when it is biased with a DC voltage.
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Gunn diode oscillators

The negative differential resistance, combined with the timing properties of the intermediate layer, is responsible
for the diode's largest use: in electronic oscillators at microwave frequencies and above. A relaxation oscillator can
be created simply by applying a DC voltage to bias the device into its negative resistance region. In effect, the
negative differential resistance of the diode cancels the positive resistance of the load circuit, thus creating a
circuit with zero differential resistance, which will produce spontaneous oscillations. The oscillation frequency is
determined partly by the properties of the middle diode layer, but can be tuned by external factors. In practical
oscillators an electronic resonator is usually added to control frequency, in the form of a waveguide, microwave
cavity or YIG sphere. The diode is usually mounted inside thecavity. The diode cancels the loss resistance of the
resonator, so it produces oscillations at its resonant frequency. The frequency can be tuned mechanically, by
adjusting the size of the cavity, or in case of YIG spheres by changing the magnetic field. Gunn diodes are used to
build oscillators in the 10 GHz to high (THz) frequency range.

Gallium arsenide Gunn diodes are made for frequencies up to 200 GHz, gallium nitride materials can reach up to 3

terahertz.[1][2]

History

The Gunn diode is based on the Gunn effect, and both are named for the physicist J. B. Gunn who, at IBM in 1962, discovered theeffect because
he refused to accept inconsistent experimental results in gallium arsenide as "noise", and tracked down the cause. AlanChynoweth, of Bell

Telephone Laboratories, showed in June 1965 that only a transferred-electron mechanism could explain the experimental results.[3] The
interpretation refers to the Ridley-Watkins-Hilsum theory.

The Gunn effect, and its relation to the Watkins-Ridley-Hilsum effect entered the monograph literature in the early 1970s, e.g. in books on

transferred electron devices[4] and, more recently on nonlinear wave methods for charge transport.[5] Several other books that provided the same
coverage were published in the intervening years, and can befound by searching library and bookseller catalogues on Gunn effect.
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Disassembled radar speed gun. The grey assembly
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is the Gunn diode oscillator which generates the
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How it works

The electronic band structure of some semiconductor materials, including gallium arsenide (GaAs), have another
energy band or sub-band in addition to the valence and conduction bands which are usually used in semiconductor
devices. This third band is at a higher energy than the normalconduction band and is empty until energy is supplied to
promote electrons to it. The energy stems from the kinetic energy of ballistic electrons. That is, electrons in the
conduction band but moving with sufficient kinetic energy can reach the third band.

These electrons either start out below the Fermi level and are given a sufficiently long mean free path to acquire the
needed energy by applying a strong electric field, or they are injected by a cathode with the right energy. With forward
voltage applied, the Fermi level in the cathode moves into the third band, and reflections of ballistic electrons starting
around the Fermi level are minimized by matching the densityof states and using the additional interface layers to let
the reflected waves interfere destructively.

In GaAs the mobility or drift velocity in the third band is lower than that in the usual conduction band, so with a small
increase in the forward voltage, more and more electrons canreach the third band and current decreases. This creates a
region of negative incremental resistance in the voltage/current relationship.

When a high enough potential is applied to the diode, the charge carrier density along the cathode becomes unstable,
and will develop small slices of low conductivity and high field strength which move from the cathode to the anode. It
is not possible to balance the population in both bands, so there will always be thin slices of high field strength in a
general background of low field strength. So in practice, with a small increase in forward voltage, a slice is created at
the cathode, resistance increases, the slice takes off, andwhen it reaches the anode a new slice is created at the cathode
to keep the total voltage constant. If the voltage is lowered, any existing slice is quenched and resistance decreases
again.

The laboratory methods that are used to select materials forthe manufacture of Gunn diodes include angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy.

Applications

Because of their high frequency capability, Gunn diodes aremainly used at microwave
frequencies and above. They can produce some of the highest output power of any
semiconductor devices at these frequencies. Their most common use is in oscillators, but
they are also used in microwave amplifiers to amplify signals. Because the diode is a one-
port (two terminal) device, an amplifier circuit must separate the outgoing amplified signal
from the incoming input signal to prevent coupling. One common circuit is areflection
amplifier which uses a circulator to separate the signals. A bias tee isneeded to isolate the
bias current from the high frequency oscillations.

Sensors and measuring instruments

Gunn diode oscillators are used to generate microwave powerfor:[6] airborne collision
avoidance radar, anti-lock brakes, sensors for monitoringthe flow of traffic, car radar detectors, pedestrian safetysystems, "distance traveled"
recorders, motion detectors, "slow-speed" sensors (to detect pedestrian and traffic movement up to 50 m.p.h), trafficsignal controllers, automatic
door openers, automatic traffic gates, process control equipment to monitor throughput, burglar alarms and equipmentto detect trespassers, sensors
to avoid derailment of trains, remote vibration detectors,rotational speed tachometers, moisture content monitors.

Radio amateur use

By virtue of their low voltage operation, Gunn diodes can serve as microwave frequency generators for very low powered (few-milliwatt)
microwave transceivers calledGunnplexers. They were first used by British radio amateurs in the late 1970s, and many Gunnplexer designs have
been published in journals. They typically consist of an approximately 3 inch waveguide into which the diode is mounted. A low voltage (less than
12 volt) direct current power supply, that can be modulated appropriately, is used to drive the diode. The waveguide is blocked at one end to form
a resonant cavity and the other end usually feeds a horn antenna. An additional "mixer diode" is inserted into the waveguide, and it is often
connected to a modified FM broadcast receiver to enable listening of other amateur stations. Gunnplexers are most commonly used in the 10 GHz
and 24 GHz ham bands.

Radio astronomy

Gunn oscillators are used as local oscillators for millimeter-wave and submillimeter-wave radio astronomy receivers. The Gunn diode is mounted
in a cavity tuned to resonate at twice the fundamental frequency of the diode. The cavity length is changed by a micrometeradjustment. Gunn

oscillators capable of generating over 50 mW over a 50% tuning range (one waveguide band) are available.[7]

The Gunn oscillator frequency is multiplied by a diode frequency multiplier for submillimeter-wave applications.
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